Univariate Case
Consider a population containing just m categories, of which b(sm) appear with equal frequency, each being a proportion p of the total population. We call these categories of Class I. The remaining categories (a proportion (1 -bp) of the total population) we will call categories of Class II.
We first evaluate the probability that in r independent trials, in each of which an individual is chosen at random from the population, observed and returned to the population, there are observed exactly j of the b Class I categories.
We will denote by V the number of different Class I categories observed r in r independent trials, and by R l the number of trials in which a Class I category (anyone among the b in this Class) is observed. Then R l has 2 a binomial distribution with parameters r, bp.
The distribution of V r , given R l is the same as that of the number of different categories observed when there are just b equally likely categories (i.e. each in proportion b-l ) and R l trials. This is the classical occupancy distribution (e.g. David and Barton (1962) ). Hence
Averaging over the distribution of R l
Using the formula (for A an arbitrary constant)
e- 
[U-C] derive the conditionaZ probability p.. , given that i «j) cate- as Class II I . We then need the probability of observing (j -i) Class I' " categories. So we replace b by (b-i) and j by (j-i) 
If we use the form (3)", we obtain and T h has a geometric distribution with parameter (b-i-h+l)p. Hence (6) and var(T h
From (5), (6) and (7) _lb-i.
These formulae agree with those on page 323 of [U-C].
Of course, the expected value of the waiting time could be obtained as 00
r=b Feller (1962) and Harkness (1969) consider an extension of the classical occupan~y problem in which there is a probability (l-w) that an observation falling in any Class I category will not be recorded. (Tables of critical   points for the "extended" classical occupancy distribution are available in Johnson, Kotz and Srinivasan (1974) ). In the situation we have discussed here this simply means that R has a binomial distribution with parameters r, bwp (in place of r, bp). The formulae (3) - (9) will still apply, with p replaced everywhere by wp.
2. Multivariate Generalizatioñ
-
The simple techniques employed in Section 1 can be applied to obtain some results for a natural generalization. 
(11) ,
where the difference operator~g operates only on 0g'
Noting that we find that (12) can be put in the form
Noting further that e· we see that (12) or (12)' can also be expressed as
Yet another form is
Remembering that PQ::;:l-r PgPg' the parallelism between (12)" and (3)', and g=l between (12) iii and (3)" is apparent.
If we suppose that i l ,i 2 , ... ,i k categories of Classes I(1),I(2), ... ,I(k)
respectively have already been observed, then as in Section 1, we obtain the conditional probability, that jl,j2, .
•• ,jk categories, in aZZ,of Classes I(1),I(2), ... ,I(k) respectively will have been observed after r further 
An extension, analogous to that described at the end of Section 1, is obtained by supposing that (for g = 1,2 •... ,k) there is a probability, (l-Wg~' that an observation of any category in Class I(g) is not recorded. The formulae (12)-(13) will still apply, with P g replaced by W g Pg(g=1,2, ... ,k), k remembering that now Po = 1 -r b~P . g=l g g g
Expected Values
In the univariate case (Section 1) the probability that each of n speoified categories of Class I are observed (at least once) in r independent trials is n r n r . n r nn r 1 -(I)(I-p) + (2)(I-2p) -.. ·.+(-1) (I-np) = (-1) b. (I-poO) (14) (Note that np < 1.)
We define if the t-th category in Class I is observed, if not.
(15)
where O-I,0-2"",O-n are positive integers.
In particular 
